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Abstract. The role of the multi-purpose detector at the JINR NICA collider in the landscape of heavy-ion
projects is briefly discussed.

The multi-purpose detector (MPD) at the JINR NICA
collider [1] is the third-generation experiment planned to
study nucleus-nucleus collisions at energies of the CERN
SPS. Heavy-ion physics in this energy range is very in-
teresting for experimentalists and theorists mainly due to
two reasons.

i) First, the NA49 experiment [2,3] at the CERN SPS
discovered a rapid change of the energy dependence
of hadron production properties in central Pb+Pb
collisions which starts at about plab = 30AGeV/c
(
√

sNN ≈ 8GeV). This result, predicted as the sig-
nal of the onset of deconfinement (the phase transi-
tion to a quark-gluon plasma) at the low CERN SPS
energies [4], is now confirmed by measurements at the
BNL RHIC and CERN LHC, for a recent review see
ref. [5]. Clearly, the NA49 study should be followed by
systematic and precision measurements.

ii) Second, the critical point of strongly interacting mat-
ter may be located in the phase diagram region ac-
cessible in heavy-ion collisions at energies larger than
the energy of the onset of deconfinement (

√
sNN ≈

8GeV), for a recent review see ref. [6]. Thus, measure-
ments in this domain may lead to a discovery of the
critical point.

There are three generations of experiments studying
nucleus-nucleus collisions in the transition energy range:

i) NA49 [7] at the CERN SPS. The experiment per-
formed the pilot study of the energy dependence of
hadron production properties in central Pb+Pb col-
lisions, which resulted in the discovery of the rapid
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changes of hadron production properties at the low
SPS energies [2,3]. The detector was designed for the
study of hadron production at the top SPS energy and
not optimized for the performed energy scan. Data
were registered in the period 1999–2002.

ii) NA61/SHINE [8] at the CERN SPS as well as
STAR [9] and PHENIX [10] at the BNL RHIC. The
second-generation experiments have performed mea-
surements with the beams and detectors originally de-
signed for the top SPS and RHIC energies and subse-
quently upgraded for measurements at the lower colli-
sion energies. The first phase of measurements is com-
pleted at RHIC [11] and it will be completed at SPS
in 2017 [12]. The second phase is planned at both fa-
cilities [13,14]. The main results relevant for the MPD
programme are: a confirmation of the NA49 discovery
by STAR [15] and an observation of rapid changes of
hadron production properties in p+p interactions at
the low SPS energies by NA61/SHINE [12]. Note that
both results are still preliminary.

iii) MPD at the JINR NICA [1]. The third-generation ex-
periment is planned to be performed using the ded-
icated accelerator and detector. The collision energy
range will be

√
sNN ≈ 4–11GeV and thus it covers

the energy at which NA49 and NA61/SHINE report
the evidence for the transition. The primary physics
goal is to measure the collision-energy and system-size
dependence of fluctuations and correlations with the
aim to study properties of the transition region.
Note that the maximum collision energy of two other
heavy-ion facilities under preparation, CBM at the
FAIR SIS-100(300) [16] and the heavy-ion experiment
at J-PARC [17], will be about

√
sNN ≈ 5(8)GeV, i.e.

below(at) the energy of the onset of deconfinement,
≈ 8GeV. Thus, MPD is the only third-generation
project covering the transition domain.
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The above provokes a number of comments concerning
MPD at the JINR NICA and, in general, possible other
future third-generation projects.

i) Planning and construction of the NICA project starts
well before the results of the second-generation exper-
iments are completed. In particular, it may happen [6]
that the critical point will be discovered close to the
top SPS energy,

√
sNN ≈ 17GeV, i.e. above the maxi-

mum energy of the JINR NICA. It would be important
to consider a possibility of future upgrades to higher
energies.

ii) The performance of the second-generation experiments
is limited by the use of the facilities which were
originally designed for other studies. This, in partic-
ular, negatively impacts measurements of event-by-
event fluctuation and correlation. The third-generation
projects should be designed in order to overcome these
limitations. This implies:
– measurements of charged particles in the full ac-

ceptance,
– measurements of proton and neutron spectators

from both colliding nuclei,
– an almost unique particle identification in a large

acceptance,
– scanning in two-dimensional planes, (system-size)-

(energy) and (centrality)-(energy).
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